In the research of projection pursuit for seismic comprehensive forecast, the algorithm of projection pursuit regression (PPR) is one of most applicable methods. But generally, the algorithm structure of the PPR is very complicated. By partial smooth regressions for many times, it has a large amount of calculation and complicated extrapolation, so it is easily trapped in partial solution. On the basis of the algorithm features of the PPR method, some solutions are given as below to aim at some shortcomings in the PPR calculation: to optimize project direction by using particle swarm optimization instead of Gauss-Newton algorithm, to simplify the optimal process with fitting ridge function by using Hermitian polynomial instead of piecewise linear regression. The overall optimal ridge function can be obtained without grouping the parameter optimization. The modeling capability and calculating accuracy of projection pursuit method are tested by means of numerical emulation technique on the basis of particle swarm optimization and Hermitian polynomial, and then applied to the seismic comprehensive forecasting models of poly-dimensional seismic time series and general disorder seismic samples. The calculation and analysis show that the projection pursuit model in this paper is characterized by simplicity, celerity and effectiveness. And this model is approved to have satisfactory effects in the real seismic comprehensive forecasting, which can be regarded as a comprehensive analysis method in seismic comprehensive forecast.
Introduction
As a principal means of seismic prediction, the comprehensive forecasting methods play an important role in this field (Mei et al, 1993; Shi et al, 1997; Zhang et al, 2003; Wu et al, 2003 Wu et al, , 2005a Wu et al, , 2008a . Projection pursuit (PP) technique is one of the most important seismic comprehensive forecasting methods (Zhu et al, 1994; Zhou et al, 1995; Zhao and Zhou, 1999) . PP is a data-processing method combining the applied mathematics, modern statistics and computer technology. Instead of any human intervention, such as assumptions and threshold segmentation to the statistic data, it makes optimization by dimensionality reduction of projection for the high-dimensional data, and makes objective research on the data structure so as to fully obtain the useful information from the data. In this way, it accomplishes the description of its structure with numerical functions. The knotty problem of the analysis on non-normal, non-linear high-dimensional data is solved by means of linear methods theoretically and practically, and the problem of mutual influence among sample factors is also solved (Cheng and Li, 1986; Li, 1998) . Therefore, the projection pursuit technique and its research have been widely used in many forecasting fields, such as earthquake, meteorology, hydrology, atmospheric pollution, pathology, and economic trend since the projection pursuit regression, classification and density estimation are put forward by Friedman and Stuetzle (1981) .
The principle of projection pursuit is to search for the projection direction which can reflect the structural characteristics of high dimensional data by projecting the high-dimensional data by lattice onto the low-dimensional (K=1−3 dimension) sub-space, and then to analyze the data structures or characteristics in a low-dimensional space to realize research and analysis of the high-dimensional data. And the projection pursuit regression method is to make projection of the input variable in a number of one-dimensional directions, and to fit the projection values of different directions with one-dimensional function, and then to approach the regression function with the sum of these one-dimensional functions. The expression is as below (Friedman and Stuetzle, 1981; Zhu et al, 1994) : In above equation, (X, Y ) is a pair of random variables; Y is the average value of Y; P is the input space dimension; M is the number of ridge functions; α mj is the jth component of the mth projection direction; β m is the weight value, which stands for the contribution amount of the mth ridge function to the output of the model; G m is the mth smooth ridge function, which meets
In the research of seismic comprehensive forecast, although the projection pursuit regression has been widely used with remarkable results (Zhu et al, 1994; Zhou et al, 1995; Zhao and Zhou, 1999) , it is not difficult to find some negative factors in this method while using equation (1). The ridge function G has no a specific function expression, and must be expressed by a rather extensive set of functions. Difference is used instead of differential coefficient in calculating derivative. The well-learnt set of function must be applied to make interpolation in extrapolative forecasting by projection pursuit regression method, which is rather complex to calculate; α is generally solved in optimization by means of the Gauss-Newton method, which easily leads to the local solutions. So it is certainly difficult to obtain the optimal solution. When optimization parameters α, β, and the ridge function G (Friedman and Stuetzle, 1981) are inverted in group, two of these parameters are firstly fixed while the other one being optimized, and after that another two parameters are fixed as well while the other one being optimized. They are carried out one by one. The optimality of optimized parameters will be lost in the process of next parameter optimization, and also in danger of local solutions. It is not easy to obtain the best overall optimal solution. The aforementioned questions will complicate the learning process of projection pursuit regression, cumber the extrapolation technique, lower the calculation efficiency, which makes it difficult to determine the effect. Aiming at these negative factors in the application, a projection pursuit regression algorithm (abbreviated as PH-PPR) can be re-built on the basis of the particle swarm optimization algorithm (abbreviated as PSO) (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995) and the recursive Hermitian polynomial (Feng et al, 1978; Weaver, 1992) so as to simplify the process of modeling, change the model structure and learning strategy, and improve the efficiency and capacity of modeling. In order to test the modeling capability and the practical application effect of the seismic forecast by means of PH-PPR method, first of all, we carry out multi-dimensional numerical simulation of the theoretical sample, and then apply it to the experiment of the two types of seismic comprehensive forecast using multi-dimensional data, and finally explore its effectiveness and practicality in the seismic comprehensive forecast.
2 Construction of project pursuit regressive (PPR) model for seismic comprehensive forecast based on particle swarm optimization and structure of Hermitian polynomial 2.1 Solution for the parame ter optimization of the model on the basis of particle swarm optimization algorithm
In the traditional learning process of projection pursuit regression, Gauss-Newton algorithm is generally used to make optimization (Friedman and Stuetzle, 1981; Zhu et al, 1994) by replacing the differential coefficient with difference in calculation. It is not easy to get the overall optimal solution. On the contrary, the particles swarm optimization algorithm is a newly-developed stochastic optimization algorithm with high efficiency, which is unnecessary to make the differential calculation any longer. It has efficient searching ideas with rather simple parameters. Thus the particle swarm optimization algorithm can be used to replace the Gauss-Newton algorithm. The basic principle of particle swarm optimization (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995) is introduced as follows.
Particle swarm optimization algorithm was developed by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) who were enlightened by foraging behavior of bird flock. This algorithm simulates the flying foraging behavior of bird flock, which reaches to the group optimization by their mass collaboration. The particle swarm optimization is an optimization algorithm based on the theory of swarm intelligence. All particles in this particle swarm optimization algorithm have fitness decided by the fitting function and a displacement of iteration in the search space decided by the velocity V i =(v i1 , v i2 , ⋅⋅⋅, v id ). Among them, the fitting function is defined by the optimization objectives. Firstly, the particle swarm optimization algorithm is initialized to a group of random particles (random solutions), in which the ith particle's location is expressed as X i =(x i1 , x i2 , ⋅⋅⋅, x id ), and then it produces the optimal solution through the iterative search. Particles update their own speed and location through two extremes in each iteration. One is the optimal solution and the individual extreme generated from the initiation of iteration algorithm of the particles to the current iterative search p i =( p i1 , p i2 , ⋅⋅⋅, p id ), and the other is the overall extreme which is the current optimal solution for the entire particle group overall g i =(g 1 , g 2 , ⋅⋅⋅, g d ).
Particles update the speed and location according to the following equations:
where v id is the velocity of the particle i in the dth dimension space, and
, while x id is the current location of particle i in the dth dimension; w is the inertia weight, which keeps the particles in inertia motion and plays a role of adjusting the overall and local algorithmic contractilities. The algorithm can be strongly capable of overall search when w is a large value, and the algorithm would be inclined to the local search when w is a small one. Generally, w is initiated to 0.9 and reduced to 0.4 with increase of the iterations so as to converge the search space to a certain region rapidly, and then to get the high-precision solution by local fine search. r is the random number that uniformly distributes between (−1, +1); c 1 and c 2 , learning factors, respectively adjust the maximum steps of the directions to the best individual particles and to the best overall particles. If the step is too short, the particles may be far away from the target area, and if too long, they will suddenly fly to the target area, or over the target area. We generally set c 1 =c 2 =2. The flying speed of the particles is maximally limited as v dmax . If the value is too large, the particles will be beyond the best solution, and if too small, it will be caught in local optimal solution. Assuming the dth dimension of search space is defined as [−x dmax , x dmax ], it would be v dmax = kx dmax (0.1<k<1.0), each dimension is set up by the same method. The first term in the right of equation (2) can be interpreted as the previous speed or inertia of particles, and the second term as the "cognitive" behavior of the particles which expresses the elaborative faculty of the particles themselves, and the third term as the "social" behavior of the particles which demonstrates information sharing and mutual cooperation among the particles. The particles would not stop running search by continuously tracking individual and overall extremes in the solution space until they reach to the specified maximum number of iterations or are less than the specified standard error.
Ridge function fitting technique in projection pursuit regression
In traditional projection pursuit regression model, the specific expression of ridge function G was not explicitly given (Friedman and Stuetzle, 1981; Zhu et al, 1994) , instead of using large collections of simple functions to smoothly approximate, which would bring difficulties in choosing what kind of ridge functions structure to users in the actual construction of projection pursuit regression model and the forecast. In order to avoid using a large collections of simple functions, as well to ensure fitting capability and smooth effect of the ridge function G, a signal mixed with amplitude modulation (AM), frequency modulation (FM) and the sine wave x(t) =[1+0.2sin(2π7.5t) ]×cos [2π30t+0.5sin(2π15t) ]+ sin(2π120t) (Figure 1 ) could be chosen as an experiment signal of the theoretical model, which could be superimposed by a fundamental frequency of 30 Hz, and a modulating frequency of 15 Hz, and a sine wave of 120 Hz (Wu et al, 2005b) . Only Hermitian polynomial has been demonstrated to have stronger describing abilities in smoothness, details, trends, dynamics and nonlinear fitting by analyzing various types of polynomials (Dunkl and Xu, 2001) and by the actual check of AM and FM based on a simple non-linear theoretic data produced by this equation (Figure 1 ). Its ability of describing the complexity is continuously increasing with the degree of polynomials, and the calculation becomes quick and easy due to adopting the recursive way. Therefore, the recursive variable-order orthogonal polynomial h could be used for one-dimensional ridge function fitting with expression as (Feng et al, 1978; Weaver, 1992) :
where x=α T X; n! stands for the factorial of polynomial degree n; ϕ(x)=(2π)
In this way, the ridge function of projection pursuit regression can be expressed in specific form as the following fitting polynomial:
in which, c is the polynomial coefficient, and N is the polynomial degree. 
Projection pursuit regression and the forecast process on the basis of the particle swarm optimization algorithm and Hermitian polynomial
The learning and the forecast process of PH-PPR can be separated into the following main steps.
1) To set the number of ridge functions as M which could be small initially, such as 1 and 2, the fitting number of Hermitian polynomials as N, which is equivalent to a structure-fixed neural network, and the fitting precision required in equation (1), and to randomly select M groups of the initial projection directions based on particle swarm optimization algorithm to complete the parameter initialization of the model.
2) To calculate one-dimensional projection series x of X for any group of the projection direction, to calculate N-order recursive Hermitian polynomial h n (x) by means of equation (4), and to figure out polynomial coefficient c n in equation (5) by means of the image method of contradiction equation set (Feng et al, 1978) according to the principle of minimizing variance. Then to determine the ridge function which is best fitted with the pairs of data (x, Y). In the same way, to have an ergodic setting of M ridge functions, and calculate all the Hermitian polynomial fitting coefficients c n . All the processes mentioned above are not in any particular order. The sum fitting error of M ridge functions and equation (1) would be calculated according to all the fitting results of the Hermitian polynomial.
3) The overall projection directions are optimized according to the rule of the minimum gross error of particle swarm optimization algorithm until finding all of the projection directions with the minimum gross error as the current best projection direction. The fitting sum of all ridge functions and the gross error in equation (1) are recalculated. If the given conditions of the fitting accuracy are met, the final model parameters will be output, and then the learning process of the model is over. 4) Otherwise, another ridge function (Hermitian fitting polynomial) is added on the original basis. All tasks of projection direction optimization and the polynomial coefficients calculation are re-started in the same way of equation (1) till the increasing numbers of ridge functions can meet the criteria of the fitting precision of equation (1). The inversion parameters obtained here are the optimization parameters of the model. The model described by the parameters can be used as the final model of learning samples and the best forecast model of the extrapolation of new samples.
5) The corresponding predictive value can be calculated on the basis of the best forward model obtained by using the new data samples.
Projection pursuit regression model with multi-dimensional theoretical values
Assume the trifunction as follows (Wang, 1998) :
The PH-PPR model can be established according to 17 prior training samples and 17 rear test samples (Figure 3 ) run from equation (6) to test the modeling learning and forecast capability of multi-dimensional samples. The 10th order Hermitian polynomial is adopted as the ridge function for the training samples (Figure 3 ) generated from the learning process in section 2.3. PH-PPR modeling study is done by the particle swarm optimization to ultimately obtain the best projection pursuit regression model which is composed of three ridge functions (Figure 2) . The coefficient c of the first ridge function is [−0.55, 24.16, 5.68, 81.40, 13.65, 125.63, 13.12, 96.26, 4.64, 29.65, 1.40] , and the coefficient c of the second ridge function is [1.30, 3.49, 6.09, 12.69, 11.46, 22.39, 9.41, 19.84, 2.81, 7.06, 0.15] , and while that of the third function is [−0.84, 8.27, −3.64, 26.97, −6.37, 40.99, −5.08, 30.31, −1.57, 9.16, 0.46 indicating that component parameter x 2 plays the most important role in its projection direction. It can be seen that all these three components take effect from these three groups of projection directions and the fitting results of ridge functions. It indicates that the homogeneous distribution of theoretical sample is in line with the actual situation. The actual prediction value of the 17 rear forecast samples can be calculated according to the three groups of obtained projection directions and the polynomial coefficient parameter set of the three ridge functions on the basis of equations (5) The results of the learning of the theoretical samples and the inner coincident test by PH-PPR model prove that the projection pursuit regression model constructed on the basis of particle swarm optimization and Hermitian polynomial has a strong ability in fitting, high training speed and fast convergence error. There are less influences of the spatial distribution of training samples on system. The overall optimal solution can be obtained basically and the obtained regression model has a strong ability of expression, generalization and extrapolation. Therefore, this method can be used to comprehensive modeling analysis on the actual multi-dimensional seismic sample data, and to study their actually comprehensive capabilities for seismic data processing. The comprehensive seismic forecast is one of the important methods in seismic forecast; however the seismic precursors are very complex with hundreds of precursor's abnormalities having their unique characteristics. It is hard to find a relative characteristic parameter with a definite physical significance between the precursors and the future seismic magnitude levels. It is crucial and difficult as well to extract the parameters with common characteristics from the complex precursors so as to establish the criterion of comprehensive seismic forecast. A useful probe has been carried out in traditional projection pursuit regression with the remarkable effects (Zhu et al, 1994; Zhao and Zhou, 1999) . In this paper, the multi-dimensional comprehensive seismic forecast model is established by means of particle swarm optimization algorithm and the projection pursuit regression model constructed by Hermitian polynomial to probe into the non-linear reflection relationship among a variety of precursory abnormalities, multi-dimensional time series of seismicity parameters and the magnitude of moderate earthquake. It will be very meaningful to make the most of seismic precursory abnormalities or to describe the characteristics of historical seismicities evolution in a certain region as the comprehensive prediction criterion for forecasting the future seismic magnitude level in a specific region and period, especially to know the possible magnitude level that will occur after a number of abnormalities appearing or to be sure of the magnitude level of a certain region in the next year generally at the annual seismic meeting. It is of positive exploration significance that the earthquake occurring mechanism is resolved. We will make the comprehensive analysis on the two types of multi-dimensional seismic samples with PH-PPR models as follows, and probe into the effectiveness of PH-PPR model in solving the practical problems.
Model analysis on seismic comprehensive prediction of seismic precursors with multi-dimensional disordered samples 4.2.1 Screening of seismic precursory anomalies in Chinese earthquake cases
A large number of moderately strong earthquakes took place in Chinese mainland since 1970s, and we have accumulated abundant seismic data. It is greatly significant to apply most of these seismic data to the future seismic forecast. Wang et al (1999) carried out some important work in this field by artificial neural network. In this paper, we will directly use the factors of Chinese earthquake cases that sorted by Wang et al (1999) as the input of PH-PPR model. These 15 precursor abnormal indexes (Wang et al, 1999) include seismic belt, seismic gap, strain release, seismic frequency, value b, seismic window, wave velocity ratio, short-range leveling, Earth tilt, Earth electrical resistivity, water radon, water level, stress, macro-abnormality, and numbers of abnormality and so on. And we will take the real seismic magnitude as the final output of the system to establish a PH-PPR model for multi-dimensional comprehensive seismic forecast, and to forecast the seismic magnitude level which may occur in a certain area according to the precursor anomalies.
Establishment of PH-PPR comprehensive forecast model
We choose the top 30 earthquake cases as learning samples and the last 15 ones as inner check samples according to the sequence of Chinese earthquake samples sorted out by Wang et al (1999) just due to the disorder of seismic precursory samples. The we will learn PH-PPR modeling from the obtained seismic training samples through the particle swarm optimization by taking 10th order of the Hermitian polynomial as the ridge function on the basis of modeling method and the learning process given in the section 2.3. The final best projection pursuit regression model is composed of four ridge functions (Figure 4) , the coefficients of the four ridge functions are respectively [−0.83, 6.59, −9.86, 15.99, −20.91, 25.82, −21.33, 17.71, −9.35, 4.42, 0.56] , [−4.17, −11.68, −19.00, −42.80, −38.80, −72.33, −36.92, −61.38, −13.12, −21.59, −0.55], [3.48, 0.38, 16.53, −7.38, 32.94, −28.77, 31.39, −37.18, 11.98, −15.77, 0.27] , and [−79.67, −153.53, −325.86, −449.84, −549.43, −601.06, −427.92, −394.97, −127.33, −103.77, −10.75] . And the projection directions are respectively A 1 =[0. 094, 0.221, 0.009, 0.282, 0.191, 0.104, 0.030, 0.387, 0.474, −0.238, 0.183, 0.474, 0.007 (5) and (1) according to the parameters collection of four groups of the obtained projection directions and polynomial coefficients of four ridge functions. Finally the learning and test results of all 45 samples were obtained ( Figure 5 ). From the statistics of Figure 5 , we can conclude that the learning sample error is 0.030 with the correlative coefficient between the measured value and predictive value of 0.939; test sample error is 0.051 with the correlative coefficient of 0.964; the error of all samples is 0.034 with the correlative coefficient of 0.947. If calculated by per threshold level of magnitude error of ±0.5, the accuracy rate of the inner check results will be 100%; and the accuracy rate will be 93% with per relative error of 5%. Therefore, the model can be taken as a comprehensive prediction model for seismic precursors. From the results of learning and inner check of the seismic samples of PH-PPR model, we can see that the model has strong abilities in learning, extrapolation and generalization. Mei et al (1993) and Lu et al (2002) indicated the evolutionary on seismicity indexes plays a very important role in seismic forecast. It is particularly important to forecast the annual seismic level of maximum magnitude in a certain region in the annual conference of seismic forecast. It is well known that the factors which influence the maximum magnitude level of a certain region are quite complex, which might be controlled and influenced by the historical seismicities, the regional stress field, active tectonics and so on. Since there is no deterministic dependence among these factors, we could choose a number of evolutionary seismicity indexes and the largest magnitude to form multi-dimensional time series (Table 1) . It can be seen from Table 1 that the annual seismic frequencies with magnitude M>5 are listed in the column of seismic frequency. The other parameters are calculated according to the M>4 earthquake data. The time window is set as one year without mutual overlap and the data of the Chinese mainland is used as that of the space window with removal of deep-source earthquakes. The earthquake catalogues of the quick reports and moderately strong earthquakes are from China Earthquake Networks Center (Gu, 1983 ; Department of Earthquake Hazard Prevention, State Seismological Bureau, 1995; Song et al, 1995) . In order to predict the future annual maximum magnitude level, it is assumed that the strongest seismic magnitude of the current year is affected by seismicity factors of the last year, which means the maximum seismic magnitude of the next year is predicted by using some seismicity indices of the last year to form learning and testing samples of a projection pursuit regression model. Since the time-series created by evolutionary indexes of seismicity are multidimensionally ordered samples, in order to avoid non-uniformity of the sample space and the human impact on learning outcomes, the objective PH-PPR comprehensive forecasting model is established to randomly generate 30 learning samples and seven inner check samples from 37 samples (Table 1) by uniform random number function. Then the learning results obtained in this way would be more objective for the extrapolation forecast of the multi-dimensional time ordered series.
PH-PPR comprehensive prediction model of the multi-dimensional time series for the strongest seismic magnitude in Chinese mainland
We will adopt Hermitian polynomial of the 10th order as a ridge function for the generated training samples and do PH-PPR modeling study by means of the particle swarm optimization on the basis of the specific learning process given in the section 2.3. The best projection pursuit regression model is composed of three ridge functions ( .227], which shows that the value b plays a primary role in its projection direction. From the three groups of fitting results of projection directions and the corresponding ridge functions, we can see that the time parameter related to the seismic intensity is the main seismicity parameter related to the seismic intensity, maximum magnitude, value b and value D. On the one hand, it demonstrates there is a non-linear mapping relationship between other seismicity factors and the occurrence of maximum earthquake, and on the other hand, it also shows that the time-series of the largest magnitude in China are mainly under the control of its own factors. All the aforementioned results play a suggestive significance to the evolution and control of the largest magnitude sequence, and are helpful for the guidance in choosing the seismicity parameters as well. The real forecast value of the seven prediction samples in Table 1 can be calculated by means of equations (5) and (1) according to the obtained three groups of projection directions and polynomial coefficient set of three ridge functions. Eventually we obtain all of the learning and testing results from 37 samples ( Figure 7 and Table  1 ). From the statistics of Figure 7 and Table 1 , we can get the error of the learning sample as 0.026 with the correlative coefficient of the measured value and predictive value of 0.957; the error of the testing sample as 0.066 with the correlative coefficient of the measured value and predictive value of 0.924; the error of all samples as 0.034 with the correlative coefficient of the measured value and predictive value of 0.947. If we calculate with per threshold level of magnitude error of ±0.5, the accuracy rate of the inner check results will be 100%, while if we calculate with per relative error of 5%, the accuracy rate will be 97%. Therefore, the model can be used as a comprehensive prediction model of the multi-dimensional time series for the strongest magnitude in Chinese mainland. From the results of learning and inner check, we can conclude once again that PH-PPR model has a high learning accuracy and strong ability in its extrapolation and generalization.
Discussions and conclusions
1) In the learning of PH-PPR model, the Hermitian fitting polynomial with fixed orders is adopted as the ridge function just similar to the neural network with the invariant structure (Wang, 1998; Wang et al, 1999; Wu et al, 2005a) . In fact, we can adopt the dynamic function as the form of Hermitian fitting polynomial. But it will undoubtedly bring more complexity in programming and more calculation amounts in the learning process.
2) Theoretically, the ridge function weight of the equation (1) could be inverted alone, however, the weight in the PH-PPR model is recognized without independence according to equations (1) and (5). In order to reduce the unknown number of inversion parameters, the weight of the ridge functions can actually be melt with each other without individual calculation by multiplying the polynomial coefficient c of equation (5).
3) The parameters of the inversion solutions are requested to be completed at one time simultaneously without being grouped in PH-PPR model. It could avoid the coupling of the interiorly-circulating fitting offset, accelerating the speed of calculation, and getting the overall optimal solution theoretically.
4) It has the advantages of the smooth interpolation and extension by using Hermitian polynomial function as the specific fitting form of the ridge function. Compared with the traditional projection pursuit regression method, its calculation process is simpler without recording the ridge functions in the parameter table, and it can also expose more non-linear information of high-dimensional seismic data.
5) The complex derivation calculation is unnecessary in optimizing the projection directions with the simple particle swarm optimization, which enhances the practicability of the PPR method. The application shows that particle swarm has a strong ability in parameter optimization, fast speed and high precision. The overall solution can be quickly obtained if the parameter is appropriately set. Therefore, the particle swarm optimization method can be used as a main optimization tool of the parameter inversion based on some seismic models.
6) The comprehensive forecast shows that the PH-PPR seismic comprehensive forecasting model, which is constructed on the basis of the particle swarm optimization algorithm and Hermitian polynomials, is reasonable for relatively simple thought, intuition, objective modelling process, high fitting precision, robust calculation results, strong generalization ability and certain self adaptability to data.
